The role of actomyosin contractility at epithelial adherens junctions has been extensively 17 studied. However, little is known about how external forces are integrated to establish epithelial 18 cell and organ shape in vivo. We use the Drosophila follicle epithelium to investigate how 19 tension at adherens junctions is regulated to integrate external forces arising from changes in 20 germline size and shape. We find that overall tension in the epithelium decreases despite 21 pronounced growth of enclosed germline cells, suggesting that the epithelium relaxes to 22 accommodate growth. However, we find local differences in adherens junction tension 23 correlate with apposition to germline nurse cells or the oocyte. We demonstrate that medial
To better understand how corrugating AJs may interface with apical-medial MyoII, we 181 performed super-resolution microscopy of the apical cortex at stage 9. Medial Actin filaments 182 visualized by follicle cell specific expression of utABD-GFP interdigitated with medial MyoII 183 clusters (Fig 2J-L) . Multiple examples of long medial MyoII filaments connecting to AJs could 184 be observed ( Fig 2L-N, Fig S2H-J) , strongly indicating that the medial actomyosin cortex is 185 connected to and acting on corrugating AJs. This rearrangement of medial-junctional 186 architecture between stages 6 and 9 suggested profound alterations to contractile forces acting 187 on AJs.
189
To specifically understand how tension at AJs may be affected by depletion of junctional MyoII, 190 we measured recoil velocities upon laser ablation of AJs at stage 6 and stage 9 [35] [36] [37] .
191
Strikingly, junctional tension decreased from stage 6 to stage 9 in main body follicle cells 192 overlying nurse cells at either stage ( Fig 2O,O' ). This analysis revealed that, despite the 193 dramatic growth and surface area expansion of the germline, which is expected to impose 194 strain on the overlying epithelium, AJ tension decreases by stage 9. These observations 195 suggest that the junctional depletion and medial shift of MyoII coincides with a reduction in AJ 196 tension despite external forces imposed by germline growth. Strikingly, by stage 11, when 197 oocyte-contacting cells need to accommodate the rapid increase of the oocyte surface during 198 nurse cell dumping, junctional tension dropped to almost undetectable levels ( Fig 2O) .
199
Combined, these results demonstrate that AJ tension within the closed sheet of the follicle 200 epithelium is highly regulated. We speculate that junctional depletion of MyoII and increasing 201 AJ length supports the developmentally coordinated reduction in AJ tension. Reducing AJ 202 tension would promote relaxation in the plane of the junctional network and allow epithelial 203 cells to adapt their apical-junctional area to the growing egg chamber surface.
205
Levels of E-cad/β-cat, MyoII and junctional tension are higher in NCCs than OCCs 206 207 While the depletion of MyoII from AJs and AJ corrugations occurred in all follicle cells between 208 stages 6 and 9, we observed pronounced differences in levels of AJ and actomyosin 209 components between different follicle cell populations. Specifically, between stages 6 and 9,
210
NCCs retained high junctional levels of E-cad and b-cat, whereas levels strongly decreased in 211 OCCs (Fig 3A,C,C', Fig S3A) . In contrast, AJ-associated proteins such as N-cadherin (N-cad) 
212
or Echinoid (Ed) did not specifically decrease in cells contacting the oocyte ( Fig S3A) . Further,
213
MRLC and its active form (MRLC-1P) were specifically enriched in the apical-medial domain 214 of cells positioned over nurse cells between stages 6 and 9 but, like E-cad and b-cat, levels tagged MRLC verified that the apical domain of follicle cells alone reflected the differences in 217 fluorescence intensity ( Fig 3E-F', Fig S3C) . In contrast, levels of basal MyoII were significantly 218 lower than apical levels (Fig 3F, F'') and spatial patterns of basal MyoII did not correlate with 219 nurse cell or oocyte contact ( Fig S3D) . Of note, anterior squamous-fated cells which are also 220 in contact with nurse cells displayed a reduction in levels of AJ and MyoII components starting 221 at stage 7/8 ( Fig 3A-E 
232
To understand if differences in junctional E-cad/b-cat and medial MyoII levels between NCCs 233 and OCCs correlated with differences in junctional tension, we analyzed vertex recoil velocities 234 upon laser ablation in NCCs and OCCs at stage 9. Indeed, junctional tension in NCCs was 235 higher than in OCCs ( Fig 3H-H 
241
AJs deflect more strongly by punctuate links to a contractile medial cortex. Indeed, we found 242 that the surplus junctional length between NCC vertices is longer than between OCC vertices.
243
Our results demonstrate that while overall AJ tension decreases between stage 6 and 9, NCCs 244 maintain higher levels of AJ tension than OCC. While the overall decrease in AJ tension 245 correlated with the medial shift of MyoII between stage 6 and 9, the relatively higher AJ tension To understand if AJ function also controls the size of apical NCC surfaces between stages 6 285 and 9, we genetically manipulated core components of AJs. Mosaic analysis of E-cad null 286 clones revealed minimal changes to cell shape, because of compensatory upregulation of N-287 cad (data not shown) [38] . We thus expressed a-catenin (a-cat) RNAi in the entire epithelium 288 or generated b-cat mutant mosaic clones. Both approaches eliminate the catenin-mediated 289 linkage of E-cad or N-cad to Actin and thus AJ formation [5, 6, 39] . Using this strategy, we 290 found that specifically a-cat and b-cat mutant NCCs but not OCCs flattened with domed apical 291 membranes by stage 9 ( Fig 5A-B' ,D,E,G,H, Fig S5A-D) , demonstrating that AJs are principally 292 important to mediate the function of high medial MyoII and AJ tension in NCCs.
294
As the elimination of catenin function prevents cell-cell adhesion and therefore the 295 transmission of forces within the junctional network, we wanted to analyze known regulators 296 that modulate rather than define AJ function. Strikingly, we found that targeted overexpression developmental stage 9. However, we found that chamber sizes were unusually large ( Fig S6) .
337
To eliminate that this was just a coincidence in degenerating egg chamber, we analyzed the 338 size of viable cno and also of Rok RNAi expressing egg chambers with stage 9 morphologies.
339
Importantly, the size of their wild type germline was significantly larger than of stage 9 wild type 340 chambers, and more similar to a size normally observed at stage 10A ( Fig 6A-D) . To test if the 341 germline continues to grow by maintaining a nurse cell/oocyte ratio characteristic of stage 9, 342 or if this ratio also advanced to stage 10A, we measured nurse cell and oocyte sizes. Indeed, 343 the nurse cell/oocyte ratio in egg chambers with stage 9 Rok RNAi or cno expressing epithelia 344 was closer to that of stage 10A wild type egg chambers, demonstrating that oocytes expanded 
364
We thus asked whether nurse cell shape may also drive apical expansion of mutant NCCs.
365
Strikingly, apical expansion in cno or Rok RNAi expressing epithelia coincided with bulging of 366 individual nurse cells into the apical surface of NCCs at stage 9 (Fig 7A,B) . The deformation 367 of the apical surface furthermore coincided with a significant widening at the dorsal-ventral 368 (D/V) axis of the nurse cell cluster, concomitant with a shortening of the A/P axis ( Fig 7C) .
369
Significant differences in the aspect ratio of total egg chambers containing cno or Rok RNAi 370 expressing epithelia was not observed at stages 7 and 8 ( Fig S7A) . This excludes defects cluster aspect ratio to that of a much round shape (Fig 7D,E, Fig S7B) . This demonstrates that, 384 in the absence of external constraints, the default shape of the nurse cell cluster is round rather 385 than elongated.
387
To test if NCCs compressed the D/V axis of the nurse cell cluster at earlier stages, we 388 enzymatically removed the basement membrane from stage 9 egg chambers. Here, we 389 observed nurse cell bulging only at the anterior pole where cells are flat. More importantly, 390 however, this coincided with circumferential constriction of egg chambers at NCC positions 391 ( Fig 7F) . This indicates that NCCs exert circumferential contractility on the nurse cell cluster, 392 which otherwise would have expanded in D/V into a rounder shape if unconstrained (compare 393 to Fig 7D) . As a consequence of NCCs circumferentially squeezing nurse cells, nurse cells 394 bulge where external constraints like the basement membrane are removed. To provide 395 additional evidence for the idea that the nurse cell cluster's D/V axis is constrained by NCCs 396 contractility, we eliminated NCCs and assessed unconstrained nurse cell shape also at stage 397 9. RNAi-mediated knockdown of the apical determinant aPKC caused extreme NCC flattening.
398
Upon additional removal of the basement membrane, we observed pronounced bulging of 399 nurse cells, which flat mutant NCCs failed to constrain ( Fig 7G) . Thus, NCCs actively constrain 400 nurse cell and nurse cell cluster shape at stage 9. Accordingly, nurse cell shape did not change 401 at all when collagen encapsulating stage 8 egg chambers was removed ( Fig S7C) , demonstrating that when anterior cells have not flattened yet, the follicle epithelium is sufficient 403 to constrain nurse cell cluster shape. Combined, our data demonstrates that reinforced 404 contractility and regulation of AJ length in the apical surface of NCCs suppresses rounding of 405 individual nurse cells and imposes circumferential constriction on the nurse cell cluster to 406 ensure elongation during oocyte growth at stage 9 ( Fig 7H,H') . In this study, we investigate how tensile stress within the AJ network of a closed epithelial 412 sheet integrates growth of a neighbouring tissue, mediates cell shape transitions and channels 413 growth into organ elongation. Surprisingly, overall AJ tension decreases between stages 6 to 414 9, despite the expectation that growth of the germline surface stretches and thus increases 415 tension in the overlying epithelium. Among other possibilities, for example changing expression 416 of MyoII regulators [44, 45] , the observed decrease in AJ tension may arise by a shift to medial 417 contractility acting at an angle to AJs. Medial contractility acting at an angle to AJs is expected 418 to reduce the effective force felt by cellular vertices if compared to the same amount of 419 contractility acting in parallel to AJs. We do not know which signal initiates elaboration of a 420 medial actomyosin web or the onset of corrugations in AJs. Mechanosensing of germline 421 growth may provide external cues for medial MyoII and AJ remodelling [46, 47] . However, we 422 speculate that as AJ tension reduces, external forces can more easily deform the junctional 423 network to assist total surface area expansion of the epithelium during growth of the germline.
424
In support of this idea, squamous cell flattening (stage 6-10A) has been suggested to be 425 mediated by apical relaxation promoting compliance to germline growth [11] .
427
As has been described for medial MyoII oscillations driving ratchet-like apical constriction [5, Previous studies suggest that elongated egg chamber shape is determined by a molecular 471 corset at the basal epithelial surface channelling growth of the egg chamber into the A/P axis 472 [14, 24, 25, 29, 52] . Polarized ECM properties act between stage 2 and 7 [14, 24, 25] and 473 basal actomyosin contractions ensure egg elongation from mid 9 to 10B [29] . Our study 474 suggests a mechanism that ensures nurse cell cluster and thus egg chamber elongation during 475 stages 8 to 9. Our data is consistent with a model where relatively higher levels of apical-476 junctional NCC contractility establishes a radially contractile sleeve constraining nurse cell bulging and nurse cell cluster rounding in the D/V egg chamber axis. Accordingly, genetic 478 reduction of apical-junctional contractility or an increase in AJ length causes nurse cell bulging 479 and nurse cell cluster rounding while NCCs expand and flatten. Importantly, patterned apical 480 contractility also shapes the egg chamber prior to stage 6 [30] . Thus, the critical importance of 481 the apical domain prior to stage 6 and at stages 9 suggests that basal and apical constraints 482 imposed on egg chamber shape provide alternating mechanisms for egg chamber elongation 483 at different stages of egg chamber development.
Experimental Procedures
junction length obtained by tracing the b-cat signal between two vertices using the segmented 561 line tool and (2) the distance between the same vertices obtained by using the straight-line 562 tool. This value would theoretically = 1 when the junction is a straight line and >1 when (1) >
563
(2). Table S3 . The fit parameters d1 and T1 579 are poorly estimated for some data sets by: d(t) = d1(1− e-t/T1) − d2(e-t/T2 − e-t/T1) ( Table   580 S4). Fast time scale responses are associated with linear elastic behavior of the cytoskeleton 581 cortex whereas slower ones with viscous behavior. Since, T2 or fast relaxation time ranges 582 from 0.3 to 1 s in our measurements and is well estimated, we assume that the recoil of the 583 vertices in this time interval to be like that of a linear elastic solid and thus the magnitude of 584 initial velocity is directly proportional to the tension in the junctions. Thus instead of obtaining 585 the initial velocity v0 by solving this equation: v0 = d1/T1 − d2 (1/T1− 1/T2) as described 586 previously [58], we present initial velocities (Fig 2, 3 and S3 
